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Ernest to 
the Rescue: 
Sol-ti: Living beverages for 
better living



As the name suggests, Sol-ti, meaning “of the sun,” the company 
is all about health and vitality. Their patented UV Light Filtered™ 
manufacturing process uses light rays to preserve the vitality of key 
ingredients in their Living Beverages® and nothing is frozen, either 
before or after pressing. 

Sol-ti offers a range of products including SuperAde, SuperShot, and 
MasterCleanse. Each beverage comes in a high-grade glass bottle 
with an aluminum lid and bright, colorful design that speaks to the 
company’s passion for life. With founder Ryne O’Donnell no longer 
selling from the back of his van and their sales skyrocketing, the 
company needed a better way to ship their beverages to both direct 
and wholesale buyers. And with vendors like Costco and Aldi looking 
to carry Sol-ti’s life-affirming drinks, they also needed to rethink some 
of their wholesale packaging processes. 

Ernest came to the rescue with outside-the-box solutions for everything 
from cardboard that can handle a heavy lift to cold chain expertise. 

The San Diego-based Sol-ti beverage company is 
passionate about two things: healthy living and 
sustainability. Sol-ti sells delicious organic raw-pressed 
juice and juice-based beverages that deliver on both 
counts—combining fresh, natural ingredients with 
sustainable packaging to help people shine their brightest.



We were ready to pull the plug on 
selling to the East coast. Finding 
packaging that’s both sustainable 
and temperature-controlled is not 
easy, and the cost was sky high. 
The Ernest team came in and 
really owned this, allowing us to 
reformulate our product offerings by 
changing the container. 

“

Keeping it cool  
to preserve that 

Sol-ti vitality

Sol-ti originally started working with Ernest Packaging Solutions on its eComm business. 

The company has been selling through their website and shipping directly to customers 

around the country. They had long been looking for a packaging vendor that could 

deliver a packaging solution that was temperature-controlled, strong enough to hold the 

heavy glass bottles, and, most importantly, sustainable. Before Ernest, no one was able 

to offer the level of expertise they needed.  

 

Sol-ti’s various products can be purchased in a variety of configurations, such as four-

packs, six-packs, and 12-packs. For orders to the East coast, the company was forced 

to ship second-day air to prevent spoilage. But the high price tag on freight for their 

weighty product was eating into margins. Plus, some orders were still arriving warm 

or broken, which was not good for business. That all changed when their Ernest client 

relationship manager, Kenzie Barrett-Lake, brought in the Ernest team of design experts, 

including Ernest design specialists Jerry Hernandez, Dr. Gary Chao and cold chain guru, 

Larry French, all under the guidance of Mike Martinez, our director of design solutions. 

 

Larry started by testing out a range of cold chain options to maintain a safe temperature 

in transit. Gary and Jerry looked closely at different outer packaging solutions that were 

both sturdy and sustainable. During the testing stage, Sol-ti would have someone on the 

receiving end open the package upon delivery and immediately take the temperature to 

see how well it was working.  

 

After some trial and error, the team landed on a fully recyclable and reusable insulated, 

paneled tote bag which holds a foam-molded ice brick and a cardboard insert to 

hold the 12 bottles firmly in place. Every element of the packaging is either reusable 

or recyclable, minimizing the company’s environmental impact. The carton includes a 

handle and is strong enough to be lifted out of the tote bag with one hand and no risk 

of breakage. And with the temperature control under control, Sol-ti was able to move to 

three-day shipping to significantly lower their freight costs. 

Rob Paladino 
President 

Sol-ti



Hitting the 
shelves 

and staying 
sustainable

Sol-ti has experienced rapid growth in the last few years, from moving roughly 150,000 

bottles a month in 2018 to around one million per month in 2022. In addition to its 

booming eComm business, the company has also started selling wholesale, sending 

their product out on a refrigerated trailer (“reefer”) truck. Their secondary packaging for 

wholesale didn’t meet the company’s green standards. And on their current projected 

growth trajectory, they knew their sales would soon outpace their operation.   

 

Having earned Sol-ti’s trust, the Ernest team now turned their sights to the wholesale 

side of the business. First, they came up with a new secondary packaging solution 

for wholesale shipment, using a lighter-weight corrugate that eliminated paper waste 

while still being strong enough to protect the glass bottles. This included cartons for the 

SuperShots and boxes for the taller drinks. 

 

True to their roots, Sol-ti presses, manufactures, and packages their beverages by 

hand. Before partnering with Ernest, they had 20 people working on a line, folding 

cartons and putting bottles into them manually. As a partner invested in the overall 

success of its customer, the Ernest team did an audit of Sol-ti’s entire operation to 

discover opportunities to improve efficiency. They worked closely with Sol-ti to help find 

a machine that could do the manual work faster while also reducing waste. The Sol-ti 

team identified a solution that would help automate much of the manufacturing and 

packaging process. With installation slated for later this year, the company is looking 

forward to being able to increase input and put the staff that were working the line into 

other roles.  

 

The next chapter for Sol-ti is an exciting one, with national chain stores Aldi and Costco 

both picking up their product lines. While this is an excellent opportunity, it also requires 

some re-work to come up with packaging that’s both artfully designed and functionally 

engineered. Ernest has already helped Sol-ti create a multi-pack that’s designed to sit 

securely on a pallet with a handle on top for better display and easy grab-a-bility from 

the refrigerator. And this is only the beginning.



The future is looking bright for Sol-ti. And the Ernest team is right there with them, 

always looking for new ways to improve the packaging and operations behind their 

life-affirming libations. With an ongoing partnership, Ernest will continue to solve any 

packaging problem that arises as Sol-ti continues to grow. That includes reducing waste 

and finding green solutions that stay true to the company’s core values of environmental 

stewardship and individual health. With Ernest by their side, this home-grown company 

is ready to bring energy, positivity, and health to the world—sustainably, efficiently, and at 

scale.

A beacon of 
health and 
happiness

We approached Ernest about forming cartons on the line and 
they showed us great solutions. Now, we’re making more efficient 
use of our resources, helping our teams build their skillsets, and 

increasing our labeling capacity. Thanks to our partnership with 
Ernest, we’ve seen a real improvement in our margins. 

“
Rob Paladino 

President 
Sol-ti



Ernest Packaging Solutions 

Corporate Headquarters / 5777 Smithway Street / Commerce, CA 90040 

T 800.233.7788 / F 323.923.3080 / E inquiry@ernestpkg.com 

www.ernestpackaging.com

Ready to help your product shine on the shelf? 
We’re your packaging gurus.

800.233.7788 
inquiry@ernestpkg.com


